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The Linguistic Turn in Contemporary Japanese
Literary Studies Springer Nature
This volume examines the development of the 'way of
the samurai' (bushid ), which is popularly viewed as
a defining element of the Japanese national character
and even the 'soul of Japan' - to provide an overview
of modern Japanese social, cultural, and political
history.
Seppuku Past and Present Book
Half a century after his shocking samurai-style suicide, Yukio Mishima
(1925–1970) remains a deeply controversial figure. Though his writings and
life-story continue to fascinate readers around the world, Mishima has often
been scorned by scholars, who view him as a frivolous figure whose work
expresses little more than his own morbid personality. In Mishima, Aesthetic
Terrorist, Andrew Rankin sets out to challenge this perception by
demonstrating the intelligence and seriousness of Mishima’s work and
thought. Each chapter of the book examines one of the central ideas that
Mishima develops in his writings: life as art, beauty as evil, culture as myth,
eroticism as transgression, the artist as tragic hero, narcissism as the death
drive. Along with fresh readings of major works of fiction such as The
Temple of the Golden Pavilion and “Patriotism,” the book introduces less
familiar works in different genres. Special prominence is given to Mishima’s
essays, which contain some of his most brilliant writing. Mishima is
concerned with such problems as the loss of certainties and absolute values
that characterizes modernity, and the decline of strong identities in a world of
increasing uniformity and globalization. In his cultural criticism Mishima
makes an impassioned defense of free speech, and he rails against all forms of
authoritarianism and censorship. Rankin reads Mishima’s artistic project,
up to and including his spectacular death, as a single, sustained lyric, an
aggressive piece of performance art unfolding in multiple media. For all his
rebellious energies, Mishima’s work is suffused with a sense of ending—the
end of art, the end of eroticism, the end of culture, the end of the world—and
it is governed by a decadent aestheticism which holds that beautiful things
radiate their most intense beauty on the cusp of their destruction. Erudite
and authoritative, yet written in clear, accessible prose, Mishima, Aesthetic
Terrorist is essential reading for all those who seek a deeper understanding of
this radical and provocative figure.

to violence.
Inventing the Way of the Samurai Routledge
This volume assembles for the first time a staggering multiplicity of
reflections and readings of John Fante’s 1939 classic, Ask the Dust,
a true testament to the work’s present and future impact. The
contributors to this work—writers, critics, fans, scholars,
screenwriters, directors, and others—analyze the provocative set of
diaspora tensions informing Fante’s masterpiece that distinguish it
from those accounts of earlier East Coast migrations and minglings.
A must-read for aficionados of L.A. fiction and new migration
literature, John Fante’s “Ask the Dust”: A Joining of Voices and
Views is destined for landmark status as the first volume of Fante
studies to reveal the novel’s evolving intertextualities and
intersectionalities. Contributors: Miriam Amico, Charles Bukowski,
Stephen Cooper, Giovanna DiLello, John Fante, Valerio Ferme,
Teresa Fiore, Daniel Gardner, Philippe Garnier, Robert Guffey, Ryan
Holiday, Jan Louter, Chiara Mazzucchelli, Meagan Meylor, J’aime
Morrison, Nathan Rabin, Alan Rifkin, Suzanne Manizza Roszak,
Danny Shain, Robert Towne, Joel Williams

A Modern History of Japan Routledge
Half a century after his shocking samurai-style suicide, Yukio Mishima
(1925–1970) remains a deeply controversial figure. Though his
writings and life-story continue to fascinate readers around the world,
Mishima has often been scorned by scholars, who view him as a
frivolous figure whose work expresses little more than his own morbid
personality. In Mishima, Aesthetic Terrorist, Andrew Rankin sets out
to challenge this perception by demonstrating the intelligence and
seriousness of Mishima’s work and thought. Each chapter of the
book examines one of the central ideas that Mishima develops in his
writings: life as art, beauty as evil, culture as myth, eroticism as
transgression, the artist as tragic hero, narcissism as the death drive.
Along with fresh readings of major works of fiction such as The
Temple of the Golden Pavilion and “Patriotism,” the book introduces
less familiar works in different genres. Special prominence is given to
Mishima’s essays, which contain some of his most brilliant writing.
Mishima is concerned with such problems as the loss of certainties
and absolute values that characterizes modernity, and the decline of
strong identities in a world of increasing uniformity and globalization.
In his cultural criticism Mishima makes an impassioned defense of
free speech, and he rails against all forms of authoritarianism and
censorship. Rankin reads Mishima’s artistic project, up to and
including his spectacular death, as a single, sustained lyric, an
aggressive piece of performance art unfolding in multiple media. For
all his rebellious energies, Mishima’s work is suffused with a sense of
ending—the end of art, the end of eroticism, the end of culture, the end
Religion, Tradition and the Popular Vertical Inc
of the world—and it is governed by a decadent aestheticism which
Although Mishima's main literary ambition was to write
holds that beautiful things radiate their most intense beauty on the
philosophical novels in the tradition of Goethe and Thomas Mann, cusp of their destruction. Erudite and authoritative, yet written in clear,
accessible prose, Mishima, Aesthetic Terrorist is essential reading for
Deadly Dialectics is the first critical study to take this objective
seriously: it also provides the first adequate account of Mishima's all those who seek a deeper understanding of this radical and
provocative figure.

intellectual background and characteristic modes of thought and it
The Aesthetics of Japanese Fascism University of
is the first book to show the intimate and integral relation between
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his thought and his psychology and militant politics - or, more
Any discussion of Japanese contemporary art inevitably
specifically, between his nihilism, his sexuality and his propensity
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leads to the pop-culture fantasies of Takashi Murakami,
Yoshitomo Nara and the other artists of the Superflat
movement. But Japan as a whole has changed dramatically
after stumbling through a series of economic, social and
ecological crises since the collapse of its "bubble" economy
in the early 1990s. How did Murakami, Nara and Superflat
become the dominant artistic vision of the Japan of today?
What lies behind their imagery of a childish and decadent
society unable to face up to reality? Written by a sociologist
with an eye for sharp observation and clear reportage,
Before and After Superflat offers the first comprehensive
history in English of the Japanese art world from 1990 up to
the tsunami of March 2011, and its struggle to find a voice
amidst Japan's economic decline and China's economic
ascent.
The Temple Of The Golden Pavilion Springer
For the first time in English, a glittering novella about
stardom from “one of the greatest avant-garde Japanese
writers of the twentieth century” (Judith Thurman, The New
Yorker) All eyes are on Rikio. And he likes it, mostly. His
fans cheer, screaming and yelling to attract his
attention—they would kill for a moment alone with him.
Finally the director sets up the shot, the camera begins to
roll, someone yells “action”; Rikio, for a moment,
transforms into another being, a hardened young yakuza,
but as soon as the shot is finished, he slumps back into his
own anxieties and obsessions. Being a star, constantly
performing, being watched and scrutinized as if under a
microscope, is often a drag. But so is life. Written shortly
after Yukio Mishima himself had acted in the film “Afraid to
Die,” this novella is a rich and unflinching psychological
portrait of a celebrity coming apart at the seams. With
exquisite, vivid prose, Star begs the question: is there any
escape from how we are seen by others?
Sammlung Springer
Beginning in 1990, thousands of Spanish speakers emigrated to
Japan. A Cultural History of Spanish Speakers in Japan focuses on
the intellectuals, literature, translations, festivals, cultural associations,
music (bolero, tropical music, and pop, including reggaeton), dance
(flamenco, tango and salsa), radio, newspapers, magazines, libraries,
and blogs produced in Spanish, in Japan, by Latin Americans and
Spaniards who have lived in that country over the last three decades.
Based on in-depth research in archives throughout the country as well
as field work including several interviews, Japanese-speaking
Mexican scholar Araceli Tinajero uncovers a transnational,
contemporary cultural history that is not only important for today but
for future generations. Araceli Tinajero is professor of Hispanic
literatures at The City College of New York and at the Graduate
Center. She is the author of Orientalismo en el modernismo
hispanoamericano, El Lector: A History of the Cigar Factory, and
Kokoro: A Mexican Woman in Japan. Tinajero is the editor or coeditor of various volumes including Exilio y cosmopolitismo en el arte
y la literatura hispanica, Orientalisms of the Hispanic and LusoBrazilian World, Technology and Culture in Twentieth Century
Mexico, and Handbook on Cuban History, Literature, and the Arts.
She is the Book Review Editor of the journal Asia / America Latina.

lifestyles can be observed across the globe. This book
provides unique case studies from Asia and Europe
illustrating new religious practices, forms of articulation and
mass mediatization, all of which render religious traditions
significant for contemporary issues and concerns. The
essays examine experiences of spirituality in combination
with commercialization and expressive performative
practices as well as everyday politics of identity. Based on
innovative theoretical reflections, the essays take into
consideration what the transcultural negotiation of religion,
tradition and the popular signifies in different places and
social contexts. With contributions by Anthony Reid, Hubert
Knoblauch, Ariel Heryanto, Stefanie von Schnurbein and
others.
Comparing the Literatures U. S. National Aeronautics & Space
Administration
A Modern History of Japan: From Tokugawa Times to the Present,
Second Edition, paints a richly nuanced and strikingly original portrait
of the last two centuries of Japanese history. It takes students from
the days of the shogunate--the feudal overlordship of the Tokugawa
family--through the modernizing revolution launched by midlevel
samurai in the late nineteenth century; the adoption of Western
hairstyles, clothing, and military organization; and the nation's first
experiments with mass democracy after World War I. Author Andrew
Gordon offers the finest synthesis to date of Japan's passage through
militarism, World War II, the American occupation, and the
subsequent economic rollercoaster. The true ingenuity and value of
Gordon's approach lies in his close attention to the non-elite layers of
society. Here students will see the influence of outside ideas,
products, and culture on home life, labor unions, political parties,
gender relations, and popular entertainment. The book examines
Japan's struggles to define the meaning of its modernization, from
villages and urban neighborhoods, to factory floors and middle
managers' offices, to the imperial court. Most importantly, it
illuminates the interconnectedness of Japanese developments with
world history, demonstrating how Japan's historical passage
represents a variation of a process experienced by many nations and
showing how the Japanese narrative forms one part of the interwoven
fabric of modern history. This second edition incorporates increased
coverage of both Japan's role within East Asia--particularly with
China, Korea, and Manchuria--as well as expanded discussions of
cultural and intellectual history. With a sustained focus on setting
modern Japan in a comparative and global context, A Modern History
of Japan, Second Edition, is ideal for undergraduate courses in
modern Japanese history, Japanese politics, Japanese society, or
Japanese culture.
Reflections on the Death of Mishima University Press of Colorado
This international work provides information on and analysis of antiterrorism law and policy by top experts in the field.
The Hall of Singing Caryatids Univ of California Press
An intriguing psychological study of one of Japan's most infamous
literary figures, Mishima--a prolific writer who disemboweled himself at
what might have been the height of his creativity.

A History of Japan Random House
Art/Museums takes the study of international relations to the
art museum. It seeks to persuade those who study
international relations to take art/museums seriously and
museum studies to take up the insights of international
relations. And it does so at a time when both international
End of History and the Last Man University of Hawaii Press
relations and art are said to be at an end-that is, out of
Ever since its first publication in 1992, The End of History and
control and beyond sight of their usual constituencies. The
the Last Man has provoked controversy and debate. Francis
book focuses on the British Museum, the National Gallery of
Fukuyama's prescient analysis of religious fundamentalism,
London, the Museum of Iraq, the Museum of Modern Art in
politics, scientific progress, ethical codes, and war is as
New York, the Getty museums, the Guggenheim museums,
essential for a world fighting fundamentalist terrorists as it was
for the end of the Cold War. Now updated with a new afterword, and "museum" spaces instantly created by the attacks on
The End of History and the Last Man is a modern classic.
the World Trade Center in 2001. The art includes works
Art/Museums University of Hawaii Press
over which museums might struggle, acquire through
A rapid development of religious popular cultures and
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questionable means, hoard and possibly lose, such as the
Parthenon sculptures, Raphael's Madonna of the Pinks, the
ancient art of Babylon, modern art, and the art/museum
itself in an era of rapid museum expansion. Bringing art,
museums, and international relations together draws on the
art technique of collage, which combines disparate objects,
themes, and time periods in one work to juxtapose
unexpected elements, leaving the viewer to relate objects
that are not where they are expected to be.
A Cultural History of Spanish Speakers in Japan Springer
Upon its US release in the mid 1990s, Ghost in the Shell ,
directed by Mamoru Oshii, quickly became one of the most
popular Japanese animated films in the country. Despite this,
Oshii is known as a maverick within anime: a self-proclaimed
'stray dog'. This is the first book to take an in-depth look at his
major films, from Urusei Yatsura to Avalon .

and networking, despite diplomatic and military conflicts between their
respective nations.Tracing these non-state networks, Anarchist
Modernity uncovers a major current in Japanese intellectual and
cultural life between 1860 and 1930 that might be described as
“cooperatist anarchist modernity”—a commitment to realizing a
modern society through mutual aid and voluntary activity, without the
intervention of state governance. These efforts later crystallized into
such movements as the Nonwar Movement, Esperantism, and the
popularization of the natural sciences.Examining cooperatist
anarchism as an intellectual foundation of modern Japan, Sho Konishi
offers a new approach to Japanese history that fundamentally
challenges the “logic” of Western modernity. It looks beyond this
foundational construct of modern history writing to understand people,
practices, and cultural expressions that have been forgotten or
dismissed as products of anti-modern nativist counter urges against
the West."

Aesthetics and World Politics Princeton University Press
Philosopher, theologian, critic, sociologist, political activist -Simone Weil was among the foremost thinkers of our time. Best
Japanese Women Writers: Twentieth Century Short
known in this country for her theological writing, Weil wrote on a
Fiction ABC-CLIO
The 1970s and 1980s saw a revolution in Japanese literary great variety of subjects ranging from classical philosophy and
criticism. A new generation of scholars and critics, many of poetry, to modern labor, to the language of political discourse.
The present anthology offers a generous collection of her work,
them veterans of 1960s political activism, arose in revolt
including essays never before translated into English and many
against the largely positivistic methodologies that had
that have long been out of print. It amply confirms Elizabeth
hitherto dominated postwar literary studies. Creatively
Hardwick's words that Simone Weil was "one of the most brilliant
refashioning approaches taken from the field of linguistics,
and original minds of twentieth-century France" and "a woman of
the new scholarship challenged orthodox interpretations,
transcendent intellectual gifts and the widest learning." A
often introducing new methodologies in the process:
longtime Weil scholar, Sian Miles has selected essays
structuralism, semiotics, and phenomenological linguistics, representative of the wide sweep of Weil's work and provides a
among others. The radical changes introduced then
superb introduction that places Weil's work in context of her life
continue to reverberate today, shaping the way Japanese
and times.

literature is studied both at home and abroad. The Linguistic
Turn in Contemporary Japanese Literary Studies is the first
critical study of this revolution to appear in English. It
includes translations of landmark essays published in the
1970s and 1980s by such influential figures as Noguchi
Takehiko, Kamei Hideo, Mitani Kuniaki, and Hirata Yumi. It
also collects nine new essays that reflect critically on the
emergence of linguistics-based literary criticism and theory
in Japan, exploring both the novel possibilities such theory
created and the shortcomings that could not be overcome.
Scholars from a variety of disciplines and fields probe the
political and intellectual implications of this transformation
and explore the exciting new pathways it opened up for the
study of modern Japanese literature.
Persona Oxford University Press, USA
Traces the life of the Japanese author who went from sickly
youth to dedicated student of the martial arts, looking at his
family life, the wartime years, and his career as a writer who
advocated for traditional values.

Global Anti-Terrorism Law and Policy Stone Bridge Press
Success is all very well, but failure teaches us what is most
important: humility. Costica Bradatan tells the stories of four
thinkers who, for all their external success, courted failure
throughout their years. From Simone Weil to Seneca and
Gandhi, the greatest of us made meaningful lives by
grasping the epiphanies of failure.
Human Health and Performance Risks of Space Exploration Missions
New Directions Publishing
"Mid-nineteenth century Russian radicals who witnessed the Meiji
Restoration saw it as the most sweeping revolution in recent history
and the impetus for future global progress. Acting outside imperial
encounters, they initiated underground transnational networks with
Japan. Prominent intellectuals and cultural figures, from Peter
Kropotkin and Lev Tolstoy to Saigo Takamori and Tokutomi Roka,
pursued these unofficial relationships through correspondence, travel,
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